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Abstract

Insurance companies must detect falsified claims
which sometimes include modified photographs. One
way to detect such doctored images is to combine de-
vice authentication with image authentication. In this
paper, we focus on image authentication and report
a new alteration detection method using quantization
step characteristics in a compressed domain. We also
describe results of experiments involving embedding
and detection, and the processing time required.
keywords: watermarking, Q step, alteration detection,
DCT, JPEG, overflow, underflow

1 Introduction

In [1], we described the steps of the transactions in-
volved in filling an insurance claim for a loss, such
as taking a picture for evidence using a digital cam-
era, uploading it to a PC, and adding authentication
marks for device and image authentication, and we in-
troduced a prototype system named SIMON. Device
authentication is a method to guarantee the integrity
of the data by authentication between devices by us-
ing a protocol prior to transferring the data, and in the
case of SIMON, the pictures are taken by the digital
camera and uploaded to PCs corresponded to the data.
On the other hand, image authentication is a method
to guarantee the integrity of the data by embedding an
authentication mark into the image itself by using such
technologies as DataHiding.

There are several standard image authentication
methods, such as calculating the hash of some charac-

teristic values of the image, and embedding some au-
thentication marks using DCT coefficients in the JPEG
domain, but those methods have the problem that the
authentication marks are altered by format transfor-
mations, especially by overflow or underflow routines
when the compressed image is decoded, and we can-
not tell if the alteration is caused by a simple format
transformation or by intentional alteration.

In this paper, we discuss an alteration detection
method that solves this problem by using DataHiding,
making use of the characteristics of the quantization
step (hereafter, Q step). In Section 2, we discuss a typ-
ical classic alteration detection method, in Section 3,
we discuss our method, in Section 4, we show the ex-
perimental results and their performance, in Section 5,
we have a discussion of theoretic reliability, in Section
6, we briefly discuss the application of our method,
and in the final section, we offer our conclusions.

2 Typical classical alteration detection
method

As a typical alteration detection method, we calcu-
late the hash value E from the target image I using a
hash function H and a key K as

E = H(K; I); (1)

and then attach E to the header of the image or em-
bed E into the image itself using a technology such
as DataHiding, and finally we compare the hash value
calculated from target image I0, which is to be veri-
fied, and the value E, to detect if it has been altered or
not [2].



The problem with this method is that the hash value
is changed even by such a slight change as a format
transformation, so we cannot tell if the mismatch of the
hash value is caused by a format transformation or by
an intentional alteration, and it leads to false positive
errors (hereafter, FP) which mis-judges that the con-
tent or the image has been intentionally altered when
it has actually not been touched.

3 An alteration detection method making use
of the characteristics of the quantization
step

In this paper, in order to solve this problem, we in-
troduce an alteration detection method to embed the
authentication mark into the image using DataHiding,
calculate the hash value of the image, and embed the
value into the image itself, making use of the charac-
teristics of the quantization step. We assume that the
embedder and the detector share the following infor-
mation:

1. The DCT indexes fdlg(0 < dl < 64) used for the
embedding and the detection

2. The hash function used for the embedding and the
detection

3. The secret key used for the embedding and the
detection

4. The area A in the image to be used to embed the
hash value

Our method supports such formats as BMP, YUV,
JPEG, etc. for the embedding and the detection, and
the format at the embedding and the detection times
need not be the same, but, to simplify the discussion,
we discuss only the case of JPEG (4:1:1) and BMP.
Also, we use luminance values for the embedding and
the detection.

3.1 Embedding

The embedding procedure consists of “Pre-
embedding” (JPEG decoding, BMP!JPG’ transfor-
mation, Qe calculation), “Authentication mark em-
bedding”, “Post-embedding” (JPG’!BMP transfor-
mation, BMP!JPG’ transformation, DCT coefficients

verification), and “Hash value embedding” (Fig. 1),
where ”JPG’” is a JPEG format whose DCT coeffi-
cients are all de-quantized. We explain the embedding
procedure based on Fig. 1.

JPEG decoding: If the input image I is in JPEG
format, we Huffman decode, de-quantize all the lumi-
nance and color coefficients, and transfer each 8 � 8
pixel block to an image matrix Y s = [Y UV ]. Here,
each Y ,U ,V is a matrix which re-orders the Y;U; V
components of each 8�8 DCT block to a 64�1 vector,
and Y s is a 64� 3 matrix.

BMP! JPG’ transformation-1: If the input im-
age I is in BMP format, we perform a BMP! JPG’
transformation, transferring all the blocks in I to JPG’
format matrices Y s.

Qe calculation: We calculate the embedding Q
value ‘Qel’ for the luminance DCT index dl, which
is used for the embedding. This is the Q value used
only for the embedding, and we don’t have to modify
the Q table of the JPEG image. Now, we define Æ as
twice of the value of the maximum calculation error of
the iDCT calculation using systems (decoders), Ql as
the Q value which corresponds to dl when I is in the
JPEG format, and Qel as

Qel =

(
[(Æ � 1)=Ql + 1]Ql; I: JPG

Æ; I: BMP:
(2)

We define Qel to be larger than Æ in order to avoid
a detection error caused by the format transformation
after embedding, and to be an integer multiple value
of Ql so that we need not change the Q table of the
original image.

Authentication mark embedding: We set the co-
efficients of dl to be the integer multiple of Qel
so that the quantized values are not changed after
JPG’!BMP transformation. First, we define c(i; j; k)
as the luminance DCT coefficient of the i-th block, and
DCT index k (0 < k < 64) where j=0,1,2 corresponds
to the Y,U,V factors, respectively. Therefore, in the
case of a 640� 480 pixel image, i=0,..,4799.
Next, we modify c(i; 0; dl) so that it satisfies

c(i; 0; dl) = nQel; n = 0;�1;�2; :::: (3)

for all the i and l, and finally produce JPG’ image ma-
trices Y s2.

JPG’!BMP transformation: We perform
JPG’!BMP transformation, transforming each block
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Figure 1. Embedding procedure

of I to BMP format image matrices Rs2. We now
define D as a 64�64 matrix which performs the
DCT transformation, and B as a 3�3 matrix which
performs the YUV to BMP transformation, and now
Rs2 can be written as

Rs2 = Tr(D�1
Y s2B) (4)

Tr(x) =

8><
>:

Tu; x > Tu

Td; x < Td

x; otherwise

Tu; Td : rounding values, Tu > Td:

Here, the non-linear function Tr is the cause of FP.
One idea to avoid FP is that we choose the embedding
vector �Y s to satisfy

TdU �D�1(Y s +�Y s)B � TuU (5)

where Y s2 = Y s + �Y s and U is a 64�3 matrix
whose elemenents are all “1”. But in that case, Eq.
(5) becomes a set of ndth 384 dimensional simulta-
neous inequality equations, and we may not have any
solution for �Y s, because many JPEG images tend to
have many overflows or underflows when transformed
to BMP (e.g. Table 1), and in that case, we have many
blocks which don’t satisfy Eq. (5) prior to the embed-
ding (�Y s = 0U ).

Our method loops between “Post-embedding” and
“Authentication mark embedding” until all the DCT
blocks reach the stable condition, which is described
later, so that the embedded image doesn’t cause FPs.

BMP!JPG’ transformation-2: We perform a
BMP!JPG’ transformation onRs2, and create a JPG’
format image Y s3.

DCT coefficients verification: We verify if
c(i; 0; dl), the coefficient of DCT luminance index dl

of Y s3, is close to an integer multiple of Qel. In other
words, we verify if

jnQel � c(i; 0; dl)j < � for 9n (6)

n = 0;�1;�2::

is satisfied for all the i and l for a threshold �. When a
block i satisfies Eq. (6) for all the values of l, we call
the block “stable”, and the embedding into the block is
completed. For the blocks which are not stable, we go
back to the “Authentication mark embedding” routine,
and perform the embedding again.

When the algorithm loops, by de-quantizing
c(i; 0; dl) not with n, which is the quantized value
of Qel, but with a numeric number whose absolute
value is smaller than n, jc(i; 0; dl)j will become close
to 0 and the probability of overflow or underflow can
be reduced when BMP transformed again. But if we
set n too small, the fidelity will be degraded, so, we
should gradually reduce n as it loops. Also, for k
such as k =2 fdlg, we can make them stable quickly
and without degrading the fidelity by gradually mak-
ing jc(i; j; k)j approach 0 as it loops.

When all the blocks become stable after several
loops, the embedding procedure for the image I is
completed.

Embedding the hash value: Using all the quan-
tized DCT coefficients which belong to dl except for
the A area, we calculate the hash value E as

E = H(Ke;
[

i=2A;l

cq(i; l)) (7)

where

cq(i; l) = [(c(i; 0; dl) + �)=Qel] (8)
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and write E to theA area. Here, � is the offset for the
quantization, and in this case, � = 0.

One method to embed E into A area is to mod-
ify the LSB (Least Significant Bit) of the DCT coef-
ficients, which is called the LSB method, and in this
case, all the blocks in the A area must be stable af-
ter the hash value is embedded. One method to embed
the hash value in this way is to use the LSB method
by looping between the procedure which corresponds
to the section between “Authentication mark embed-
ding” and “Post-embedding process” in Fig 1.

3.2 Detection

Detection consists of two major phases, ”Pre-
detection processing” (decoding, BMP!JPG’ trans-
forming, inverse-calculation of the embedding Q step)
and ”Alteration detection” (Fig 2). We explain the de-
tection procedure using Fig 2. We skip BMP!JPG’
transformation and JPEG’ decoding because these
were already discussed in the Embedding subsection.

Inverse calculation of Qe: We need to know Qe in
order to correctly detect the alteration correctly of the
target image I0, but when the format of I0 is BMP, no
Q table is included, and even for JPG, the attached Q
table does not always reveal the Qe values. But, in our
method, the Qe’s are large enough to satisfy Eq. (2),
so, we can recover the Qe values from the histogram
of the DCT coefficients of fdlg. For example, in the
bottom graph of Fig. 6, Qel = 12.

Alteration detection: We compare the hash value
E0, which is calculated from the coefficients of fdlgs
in the area which don’t belong to A in I0, with E,
which is embedded in A, and determine whether or
not some intentional alterations have been performed
to I 0. When we calculate E0 in Eq. (7), we set � as

� =

(
Qel=2; c(i; 0; dl) > 0

�Qel=2; otherwise:
(9)

4 Experiment

We took a picture of a car using a digital camera
(JPEG, compression ratio = 1/20, Fig. 3, left), and
created an embedded JPEG file following the proce-
dure discussed in Section 3.1 (Fig 3, right), performed
JPG to RGB transformation, and compared the distri-
bution histogram of the R,G,B values of the DCT coef-

Figure 3. left: original image, right: embed-
ded image

Figure 4. DCT block

ficients. In our experiments, we didn’t actually embed
the hash value, because our purpose at this time was
to verify the characteristics of the images before and
after embedding the authentication mark, which corre-
sponds to just before “Hash value embedding” of Fig.
1. We used fdlg=f9,10,17g (Fig. 4) and Æ = 7.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution histograms of the co-
efficients of the R factor without performing overflow
or underflow processing after the JPG to RGB trans-
forming before (top) and after (bottom) embedding,
and Table 1 shows the ratio of overflows (more than
255) or underflows (less than -1) of the R,G,B values
before and after embedding. From these figures and
tables, we find that many overflows or underflows are
observed only by using the iDCT, YUV to RGB trans-
formation, even for JPEG images into which the au-
thentication marks have not been embedded. A few
overflows or underflows are observed even after em-
bedding, but they are few enough not to violate the
stable condition. Fig. 6 shows the distribution his-
tograms of the coefficients of DCT index dl = 9 be-
fore (top) and after (bottom) JPG to RGB + RGB to
JPG’ transformations, and Table 2 shows the ratios of
the coefficients which don’t satisfy Eq. (6) at � = 3,
dl = 9; 10; 17, before embedding. The image used
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Figure 2. Detection procedure

Figure 5. R factor coefficients distribution his-
togram (Upper: Before embedding, Lower:
After embedding, dotted vertical line: over-
flow or underflow threshold)

had the value Ql = 6 for dl = 9, so Qel = 12 from
Eq. (2). As you can see from these figures and tables,
many coefficients have different Q values from sim-
ply performing iDCT + YUV to RGB transformation
to the image before embedding. Also we can see that
after embedding, all the coefficients which belong to
fdlg satisfy Eq. (6), that is, they are close to nQel.
The average embedding and detection times for one

JPEG image were 3.0 sec and 0.2 sec, respectively, us-
ing an IBM Intellistation (Pentium II 300 MHz), run-
ning under Windows 98, using 50 different 1024�768
pixel images.

R G B

Before overflow 0.31 0.50 1.09
embedding underflow 1.75 0.71 0.45

After overflow 0.05 0.10 0.36
embedding underflow 0.37 0.11 0.12

Table 1. The ratio of overflow or underflow of
the coefficients before and after embedding
(percent)

dl 9 10 17

ratio 1.90 9.44 1.40

Table 2. The ratio of coefficients which are not
close to Q value, before and after embedding
(percent)

5 Discussion

In order for intentional alterations to be detected,
the value cq(i; l) must be changed for at least one (i; l)
pair. Now we define pl;n, Pt to be the probability that
cq(i; l)=n holds, and the probability of detecting the
alteration when the alteration involves b blocks, re-
spectively. Then, assuming that the histograms of the
quantized coefficients of fdlg before and after the al-
teration are not changed, the following equation holds:

Pt = 1� (
Y
l

(
X
n

p2l;n))
b (10)

By using the observed pn;l from the embedded image
used in Section 4, Pt = 1 � 2:78 � 10�20 at b = 11,
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Figure 6. DCT coefficients distribution his-
togram (dl=9, Upper: before embed-
ding,Lower: after embedding)

which is close to 1�2�64(= 1�5:24�10�20), which
is the alteration detection ratio when we use a hash
with a 64 bit key. As an example, b ' 40 for the case
of altering the number plate of the car of Fig. 3, so,
for this example, Pt would be much smaller. In order
to make this system even more secure, we need some
changes such as increasing the number of fdlg in case
the attackers guess fdlg (very little impact on the fi-
delity even if all the AC indexes are used), or changing
fdlg per block using some pseudo random number, or
so forth.

6 Application

In this paper, we focused only on the detection of
the altering, not on the detection of the location of the
alteration, but we can create images which are robust
to format transformations but can also detect the lo-
cation of the alteration, while still holding the FP ra-
tio constant, for example, by embedding authentica-
tion marks for each block with the method we have
introduced, so, each coefficient is close to Qel, and by
adding some rules for LSB or large and small relation-
ships of the DCT coefficients [3].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced an alteration de-
tection method using the characteristics of the Q val-
ues in the compressed domain, and showed the ex-
perimental results and timings. One of the prominent
characteristics of our method is that the authentication
mark is robust to format transformations which are ac-
companied by overflow or underflow, but is very sen-
sitive to even a small deliberate alteration regardless of
the image format. Because most deliberate alteration
is actually performed to an uncompressed format such
as BMP, it’s a useful feature that images whose authen-
tication marks are embedded in the JPEG domain can
reveal the alterations from the BMP domain.
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